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*** NOTE: In no way does this document advocate rape or sexual abuse of any
nature. Sexual violence in the form of painful anal sex should never be confused
with forcing a woman against her will. The whole point of painful anal sex is for the
woman to willingly submit to the man. ***

This essay is more than just a cosmetic alteration of the previous version with a few
pictures added. It’s actually a complete rewrite from scratch. Previously, the essay read
more like a rant than a factual analysis and justification of painful and degrading sexual
acts. This has been altered greatly in this new version.
Plus, there are a lot of nice pictures of sluts getting torn apart, and I know you like that
sort of thing.
Why does anal sex have to hurt? Why must a butt fucking be both physically agonizing
and emotionally humiliating for a woman? Read on.
Anal sex isn’t about pain so much as it is about submission to male dominance. This is
the aspect of the act that feminists hate the most. In my comparative sexuality courses in
college, our (entirely female) lecturers would stand at their podiums and rant themselves
hoarse about how anal is about subjugation.
They were, of course, absolutely correct.
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That is the point of anal sex. If you read
my other writings, you’ll discover that
my research over the last twenty years
has led me to the inescapable
conclusion that women are subject to
men by genetic temperament as well as
emotional training. For literally
millions of years, mankind bred via
rape or a near equivalent. 4200 years
ago the first legal code was written that
actually stated that rape was a
punishable crime. Prior to that, it was
known as “effective breeding.”
If you think for even the briefest of moments about our history on this rock, you’ll note
that 4200 years is not even a statistical blip on the radar of human history. Lucy,
Australopithecus Afarensis, is 3.1 million years old. Do the math.
Women were created evolutionarily to be subject to the males that protect them, provide
for them and their offspring, and beget that offspring upon them. Up until just a few
seconds ago, evolutionarily speaking, they understood their roles and duties and
performed them.
Then, suddenly, women started
forgetting their place, and weak men
who should have been weeded from
the genetic stream due to their lack of
dominance (and would have been,
only a few generations before) began
to submit to them. As women began
to gain political power, they forgot
their place and began assuming the
places traditionally and evolutionarily
held by men—and doing a shit-poor
job at it.
By the way, if you happen to be a Christian, nothing I’ve stated here invalidates your
holy book or is invalidated by it. In your book, God commands the woman to obey her
man in all things. The bedroom is a thing, last I checked. If you happen to be of most
other religions, a similar yoke is placed on the female neck.
Don’t think that men got off easy in the bargain, ladies! Men are still required by
tradition to protect you, provide for you and shelter your offspring. Rosie O’Donnell, a
prominent lesbian man-hater, has a personal protection team composed entirely of males.
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Entirely. Of. Men. This shrilly vocal woman who
claims men are unnecessary still needs them for
some reason to feel safe in a dangerous world.
In fact, the only things that have changed in our
genetic contract are your responsibilities. You’re no
longer required to obey, submit to, and please your
man. In fact, he’s required to not only protect you,
but obey you, submit to you, and please you in the
hope that you might consider sending a little
pleasure his way.
I see no fairness in that, no love, and little joy. I see
a burden and I reject it utterly.
Anal sex, most sexual acts in fact, should be painful,
degrading, humiliating, or some combination of the
three for a woman. The reason for that is quite simple:
When something pleases you, you are not submitting to it. You are not demonstrating to
your man that his protection, shelter, and provision are worthwhile to you. You are not
proving that, of the 110 million women in America of potential breeding age, he made
the right choice in selecting you to be bound to for the rest of his life.
Think about it. Stereotypically, women love being eaten out. When the tongue touches
your clitoris, are you submitting to it, or are you enjoying the sensation?
Spreading your legs for a man is not
itself an act of submission despite the
male superior position it generally
means. Being penetrated is a
submissive act, but it is entirely
possible to submit to penetration in a
dominant manner. Sad, defective,
broken males spend a lot of money in
Las Vegas to give women the power
over them that allows a female to say,
“Now put it in slow. That’s it. Don’t
you dare cum!”
Whatever. Dictionary.com defines submit as to give over or yield to the power or
authority of another, and to subject to some kind of treatment or influence. In what way
does a woman’s refusal to engage in anal sex if it hurts indicate submission under those
definitions? In fact, it would appear that carefully lubricating your cock, easing it in
slowly after stretching her gingerly with your fingers, and carefully making sure there is
no pain, only pleasure— is in fact submitting to her!
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This is not the way things are supposed to be. No matter how many times you vote for
Hillary Clinton (because the world clearly respects a national leader that has sucked a
cock), you are not going to change 3.1 million years of evolution with ninety years of
political correctness.
The lack of female submission in modern sexual relationships is tearing those
relationships apart. I’m not and never have been advocating that women be silent babymakers who stay in the kitchen. In a marriage or other social relationship between
partners—partners—a woman should have a voice and areas where she is expert.
Here’s a recent example. A few weeks ago I
received an email from a young slut who
wanted to join my Hammered Ass Yahoo!
message board. This girl is extremely
submissive, highly intelligent, and quite
young. She’s also an expert programmer.
I have many talents. I can place four .45
rounds within two inches of one another at 25
feet. I can write books and have done so. I
can run marathons and have done so. I can
sing, quite well. I am no programmer.
So if she and I were involved in a romantic
relationship, she should automatically submit
to me and let me write any software that
needs to be written, right?
What the fuck? Of course not! Women aren’t stupid, and they have talents, strengths, and
skills far beyond those of their male counterparts in many, many areas.
However, if she ever enters my bedroom, she
will do so as a supplicant, there to please me
with every hole.
Male submission to females is ripping the
fabric of American society apart because
women have just assumed authority over
every damn thing, whether they are good at it
or not, and because they now have complete
control over our sex lives, men pretty much
meekly go along with whatever damn fool
idiocy they want. That would be sexual
extortion, by the way.
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Nothing makes a feminist screech louder than the thought that her reproductive acts are
not hers to control. The two topics they pound podiums the hardest over are rape and
abortion. Oddly, while they claim that they don’t need men any more than a “fish needs a
bicycle,” they also demand that men who rape women deserve worse punishment than
men who rape men, or women who rape men, women, or children, which would seem to
indicate that they do need men—at least to protect them from other men.

Despite these idiotic, snarling demands, feminists have never adequately addressed three
prominent facts:
•

Female sexual pleasure is immaterial to biological reproduction.

The evidence for this is conception via rape, and decades of bored housewives
cranking out kids.
•

Female sexual submission has been the norm for the entirety of mankind’s
existence.

The evidence for this is shown in the submissive structure of female reproduction
in tribal societies not only in history and prehistory, but also today, in such tribes as the
Masai and Bantu.
•

Female reproduction has been under the control of men for equally as long.
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The evidence for this is in the marriage customs of ancient and recent man. Brides
came with dowries. Barren women were (and sometimes still are, in Middle Eastern
countries) put to death. Marriages were arranged for daughters long after they were no
longer arranged for sons in Europe.
These facts are irrefutable, and
serve to explain that female pleasure
and control over the act of sex is
completely immaterial. Feminists
have stolen male dominance and
used it to vilify men as “abusers”
and “rapists” when what we really
are is “dominant” and “in need of
reward from the holes of our women
for the things we provide them.”
I’ve never met a feminist who knew
anything at all about evolutionary
biology, and good luck finding a Comparative Sexuality textbook that’s not written by a
woman and with a slant that men’s “funny little parts” are the reason the world sucks.
Feminists want all of the reproductive power, pleasure, and pride, while doing nothing at
all to earn them.
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This explains another reason why anal sex must brutalize and torture your woman. For
her entire life—at least as long as you have been hearing that you are a second-class
citizen because of your cock—your little slut has been hearing that she’s the one with all
the power and control in any and every sexual relationship because of her pussy.
•

In movies: she sees women decide whether or not to have sex because they aren’t
in the mood.

She doesn’t see: the man who isn’t in the mood at all but still risks his life to
protect his woman, or the man who is exhausted and sore and not in the mood to drag his
ass to a difficult job every day to provide for that woman.
•

On television: she sees women taking care of incapable men who can’t make a
fucking sandwich without help.

She doesn’t see: the men who writhe in a hospital bed or suffer an injury to
protect them from harm, or that incapable man performing backbreaking labor so the
sandwich-maker can have a good life.
•

In media: she sees bizarre advice from Cosmopolitan magazine to destroy or
damage a man’s belongings when he spends more time, for example, playing
video games than catering to her whims and desires.

She doesn’t see: the man working up the courage to speak to her because his
entire life he’s been beaten down with the idea that her pussy is gold-plated and if he can
just be sophisticated enough she might like him and might let him in there to play a bit.
Anal sex must be painful for your woman because she must learn to submit to you
sexually. Even thought she will most likely cherish and enjoy being dominated by you
sexually, she has to break through decades of emotional and social conditioning before
she reaches that lofty plateau.
Submissive women are frowned
on in polite society. Feminists
have long ignored the criticism
that they work to give women
the right to choose as long as
they choose what the feminists
want. As long as a woman
works, votes democrat, supports
the acts of reproduction that
feminists say she should
support, and is the dominant in
the family, feminists are happy.
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But if a woman chooses to be submissive to a man sexually, stay at home and raise a
child, or (God forbid!) be a republican or conservative, why… she must not really be a
true woman! She’s been brainwashed by the evil men! Save our sister, sisters!
What utter horseshit! Yet despite its complete lack of factual premise, evidentiary
support, or even logic, thundering and shrill denunciations of female submission have
been battering your slut’s earholes her entire life.
I know you love your wife. I know you don’t want to hurt your girlfriend. You don’t want
it to hurt because “making love shouldn’t be painful,” right?
Then why are you here? You’re eight pages into an essay justifying the forced, brutal,
and cruel sodomy of the woman you love.

Fact is, there’s something missing in your sex life and you’re searching for it. Porn has
taken a decidedly vicious turn the last few years. In the 1990s, the Rough Sex series got
its director and producers arrested. Now, Facial Abuse is one of the largest (and best, by
the way) adult networks on the web.
You’re continuing to read for
the same reason 35% of my
forums are female: you know
that deep down inside female
dominance is emotionally
unnatural and confusing to
you. If male, you’re looked at
as scum if you don’t bring
home a paycheck and support
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your woman (and you are, by the way), but she literally has no sexual obligation to you.
In fact, if she decides arbitrarily to go fuck a complete stranger, you’ll be lucky to escape
from the divorce with half your belongings and partial custody of your kids.

If you’re female, you can tell that it turns you on when a man grabs your hair, slaps your
ass, or takes control of you, but you probably don’t know precisely why that is. You’re
mesmerized by the idea of painful or humiliating sexual acts. You want it in your vanilla
life, but you don’t know how to ask for it because society has told you that, “Nice
girls/Strong women don’t do or want to do such things.”
The both of you know
the truth: anal sex is
supposed to be brutally
agonizing for a woman
because she needs to
submit to the pleasure of
her man. She needs to
provide her body as a
reward for her provider.
It needs to hurt because
the more it hurts, the
more she proves her
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submission, and the more she demonstrates what her love and unconditional commitment
to her man truly means.
In the Stephen King short story Quitter’s, Inc, the main character has been trying to quit
smoking for several years when he goes to an organization recommended by a friend.
The organization gives him the chance to back out, and then, after he signs the
paperwork, explains the deal.

If he’s ever seen with a cigarette, his wife will be kidnapped and placed in a room where
she will receive non-fatal, but extremely painful, electric shocks while he watches
through a one-way mirror. As to be expected in a horror story, this happens.
After the event, while he’s babbling to his wife about how sorry he is, he explains what
the torture was about and her terror and pain abruptly vanish. Not only does she forgive
him, she tells him that if he slips up again she’ll volunteer to be shocked, because a little
pain is worth it as long as he quits smoking!
It’s a good read. I recommend it, and I hope you’ve not lost the point. The main
character’s wife demonstrated unconditional love and commitment to her man. She
endured agony, without knowing why at first, and was willing— immediately after the
fact— to endure it again out of love for him.
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This whole essay can really be broken down to three main points:
•

Women are genetically predisposed to submit to dominant men, but have not been
doing so for the last few decades because of societal pressure against such
submission.

•

This lack of submission is unfair to man and woman both because it places them
both in roles for which they are genetically unsuited and unsuitable.

•

Anal sex proves submission to a man because it hurts, therefore the more it hurts,
the more submission, the more commitment from the woman to the relationship.
A tearful, agonizing buttfuck is one of the holy grails of sexual submission, along
with giving up your throat and allowing him to share your body with other men at
his discretion and command.

Women are wonderful creatures and I love them very much. However, I also understand
their role in society and in reproduction better even than most of them do. Men exist to
fuck. Women exist to be fucked. When we began overturning those roles, notably in the
20th century, our society began to fragment.
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I propose that we men regain our rightful roles as the dominant in our sexual
relationships.
-KI've got THREE Yahoo! Groups now:
Hammered Ass:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HammeredAss/
Dedicated to women getting what's coming to them!
Hammered Throats:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HammeredThroats/
Kneel, open, take it! Your ears make great handles!
Hammered Wives:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HammeredWives/
She said, "I do" and she certainly DOES!
Oh yeah, I even have a blog now:
http://slutwhisperer.blogspot.com/
Because men shouldn't need to ask for what is rightfully theirs.
And don't forget to check out my pics on Imagefap!
http://www.imagefap.com/profile/Kolbath
I'll show you mine if you show me yours.
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